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Abstract

This paper presents the results of an analysis of real-world trip and charge data from an electric vehicle (EV) fleet, deployed in the Flanders’ Living Labs. The Flanders’ Living Labs are life test environments for electric mobility in which companies and organizations can test innovative technologies, products, services and concept and consists of 5 EV platforms, each differing in technology, scope, size and usage [1]. These platforms have produced a large amount of data on numerous topics in the field of electric mobility. This paper focuses on available trip and charge data to analyze user behavior and EV energy consumption. It presents descriptive statistics of trips and charges, as well as EV energy consumption. By obtaining these results from real-world data on electrical vehicles, the authors are able to update statistical figures of fleet use and energy consumption, specifically for electric vehicles. Using specific electric vehicle figures has consequences on the results of (calculation) models of other research branches in electric mobility like total cost of ownership (TCO), Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), etc. The potential effect of these real-world data on these models is investigated and recommendations regarding the use of these data are formulated.
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1 Introduction

Under the pressure of current environmental challenges, with climate change as protagonist, a renewed interest in electric vehicles (EV) emerged because of its potential for the reduction of GHG emissions and local emissions [2]. The introduction of electric vehicles, however, contains a number of challenges because of its current performance limitations and technological differences which requires infrastructural changes, as well as behavioral and attitudinal changes from users. These challenges are the subject of new or established research domains in which potential technical or operational improvements, environmental impact and cost assessments, consumer and market responses etc. are investigated. Because of the early stage of the EV market penetration, these studies and models are based on assumptions and rely heavily on the available, often still limited, data. Altering assumptions, the level of simplification and the available data to construct the model may alter the outcome of the model or estimation and its interpretation. To obtain realistic and real-world data on electric mobility, a number of ‘Living Labs’ have been deployed over Europe. The Flanders’ Living Lab electric Vehicle is a life test environments for electric mobility in which companies and organizations can test innovative technologies, products, services and concepts and consists of 5 EV platforms, each differing in technology, scope, size and usage [1][3]. These platforms have produced a large amount of data on the use of electric vehicles and EV infrastructure which can be valuable for some of these research topics. This paper presents an overview of aggregated real-world data which has been identified as input data for models of multiple research topics in the domains of electric vehicles.

2 Data availability and reliability

The data which is used for this paper was generated by vehicles from the EVA and iMove
platform of the Flanders Living Lab Electric Vehicles. This section gives an overview of the type, nature and amount of the data used to obtain the results.

2.1 GPS data
The EVA and iMove platform generated GPS recorded data of a mixed EV and Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle (PHEV) fleet. This data was looked at for the period of 2013-2014. The EVA platform had a phased roll-out of vehicles and infrastructure, which makes the amount of available data per vehicle specific. So in the case of the EVA fleet, not all vehicles provided data for a full year, in which case the monthly average was extrapolated if a minimum of 7 months was available.

2.2 Vehicle measurements
Additionally, energy consumption measurements have been performed on a Nissan Leaf part of the EVA project, by means of a CAN logger which registered battery current and voltage on a 1Hz frequency for the duration of two years. Supplementary measurements have been performed to obtain tank-to-wheel energy consumptions for this vehicle using 43 measured charging sessions spread over the course of 1 year at 4 different stages of energy conversion: AC grid measurement before the charging station (EVSE), AC measurement after the charging station, DC measurement after the AC/DC converter and a DC measurement from the battery during use. These particular charging sessions recharged to a full state-of-charge (SoC) after various levels of depletion from a full SoC to be able to link all energy conversion stages.

2.3 Charging station data
The iMove platform also registered charging data from the platform charging infrastructure. By linking the charging data with the trip data, additional grid-to-wheel energy consumption for a part of the iMove fleet and monitoring period could be attained. A particular test period in iMove consisted of appointing one vehicle to one specific driver, and installing home mode 3 charging infrastructure. These vehicles were then only equipped with a mode 3 charging cable. Because of the particular status of public infrastructure at that point, it was difficult to charge on public infrastructure with mode 3 cables, and therefore unlikely the test population charged in a mode 3 charging infrastructure. The charging station identified the vehicle by means of a charging pass linked to the vehicles license plate. Thus a one-on-one relation between the trips and the charges can be done for this particular data. Using this method, the result is sensitive to gaps in the data (such as missing trips or charges on non-iMove infrastructure) and misuse (such as misidentification by for example lending charge passes). For this reason the data was heavily filtered and only parts with a good reliability were kept, which decreases the amount of data significantly. This test period consisted of 49 vehicles of 3 vehicle types (Renault Kangoo, Renault Fluence, Peugeot Ion) driven each by 4 different drivers, each over a period of around 2 months. After filtering and aggregation it left 67 individual driver periods of around 2 months.

3 ‘Real-world’ EV ‘Energy consumption’
Real-world data has the advantage of being closer to the reality as it is based on measurements and observations of real use. As the electric vehicle is still in an introduction phase, large real-world data is only being generated gradually and academic knowledge largely depends on trials and living labs. Moreover, as with conventional vehicles, standard test cycles such as NEDC and other are still being used to characterize the vehicles. Although it has value on a comparison basis, it is widely accepted that these cycles do not reflect real-world driving [4] [5]. Despite numerous efforts to develop more realistic drive cycles [5][6][7][8], these are not yet applied for the characterization of EVs and do not necessarily apply to the use of electric vehicles as, because of it specific differences with conventional technology, the EV driving behaviour can be different than what is observed from the available historic data of conventional vehicles. Additionally, the use of the parameter ‘energy consumption’ is not always clear to the reader, even if so to the author. When describing energy consumption, it is important to specify the scope of the energy supply chain and the measurement method. Because of energy losses from the energy drawn from the plug to the energy in the battery, distinction has been made by specifying DC or AC energy consumption, referring to the energy consumption measured at the plug (before the AC/DC conversion) and drawn from the battery respectively. In this paper, this corresponds to a plug-to-wheel and battery-to-wheel energy
consumption. Energy consumption as measured on a test cycle is therefore a plug-to-wheel consumption as it measures the energy necessary for recharging at the plug. As this is the scope of energy consumption related to the vehicle, it corresponds to the definition of tank-to-wheel scope, also used for fuel consumption of conventional vehicles, and is therefore the terminology consistently used in LCA studies [9]. The energy losses in the electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) are part of the grid losses and are therefore part of the well-to-tank scope.

The complexity of the matter even increases when considering battery efficiency. Some authors only consider resistive losses for the battery and consider additional losses for cell balancing and other battery management functions performed by the battery management system (BMS) as energy consumption of auxiliaries[10], altering the values for battery efficiency and battery-to-wheel energy consumption compared to when BMS losses are included as battery losses. Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of the energy scopes of the energy supply (in green), and how that relates to the energy consumption of an electric vehicle. The bottom part can be interpreted as sequential energy conversion steps (from left to right), starting with a 100 energy units at the AC side before the electric EVSE, and ending with 52 energy units usable energy for traction, so a tank-to-wheel scope plus EVSE losses. The battery efficiency in this figure was defined as the ratio of the total amount of energy drawn from the battery to the total amount of energy going into the battery (charge energy and energy from regenerative braking).

Figure 1 Grid-to-wheel energy distribution measured on 1 Nissan Leaf and its relation to the energy consumption scope
4 Research topics to benefit from real-world data

Depending on the research topic in the domain of electric vehicles, a different scope of the energy supply chain is targeted, and definitions of energy consumption may change. In this section a number of research topics are introduced and investigated how they rely on EV use and energy consumption and how they might benefit from real-world data and thus more realistic input data for their calculations.

Life cycle assessment (LCA) for vehicles calculates the environmental impact from cradle-to-grave, including the mining of materials, the production of the car, the energy consumption and the end-of-life treatment. The total energy consumption is analysed using a well-to-wheel framework, taking into account the consumption in the car (tank-to-wheel) and the production of the fuel or electricity starting from the primary energy resources (well-to-tank). For EVs, the tank-to-wheel scope corresponds to a plug-to-wheel scope in Figure 1, as discussed above. For the tank-to-wheel consumptions of EVs, LCA studies typically use the tank-to-wheel consumption as reported by the manufacturer and which is based on NEDC or other cycle tests [2][11][12]. Generally, the NEDC measurements are underestimating the energy consumption and real-world data improves the level of correctness in LCA studies. Furthermore, eco-design strategies incorporating detailed energy losses in the drivetrain can augment the overall environmental performance of an electric car. Coupling real-time charging patterns with timely environmental impacts of producing electricity brings a new environmental optimization potential. For instance, off-peak charging of electric vehicles brings further environmental improvements. An hourly environmental impact assessment of electricity production can be found in [13]. Similarly to most LCA studies, total cost of ownership (TCO) does not yet use real-world data but uses statistical data on historic use of conventional vehicles and estimates for the use of EVs [12]. [12] shows two major assumptions are made to calculate the TCO for EVs. The yearly driven distance is the same as for an average Belgian consumer and secondly the maintenance cost is set to 60% of a conventional vehicle.

The range of the electric vehicle is dependent on the energy available in the battery and the energy consumption. Thus accurate SoC and SoH estimation and energy consumption estimation are needed in order to have accurate range estimation. As such, it is done on the battery-to-wheel scale and is independent of energy losses prior to entering the battery. Another research topic that could use range estimation for EVs is vehicle routing problem (VRP). A vehicle routing problem (VRP) generally strives for a cost optimal solution for a delivery problem. Introducing EVs in the vehicle fleet for delivery service is very new, and so is the assessment of its feasibility and cost impact [14]. Introducing EVs in its fleet changes the boundary conditions of the problem because of different performances of EVs, i.e. its range and cost per km. [15] introduced EVs in a case study VRP, with the boundary of range restrictions. The basic linear range model itself was calculated based on real-world (battery-to-wheel) consumption data. To improve the VRP algorithm with EVs, accurate range estimation is needed for the feasibility (so energy consumption on the battery-to-wheel scope), and running costs based on real-world consumptions (so energy consumption on tank-to-wheel) in order to have a more realistic outcome. Important to note is that ultimately the consumer as an interested party is generally mainly interested in the cost (so plug-to-wheel), range (battery-to-wheel) and only in a limited amount the environmental impact (so well-to-wheel)[17][16].

5 Results

5.1 Use characterization

In this section a series of aggregated results will be presented to give an overview of the average use of the different fleets. Table 1 gives an overview of average considered data for the iMOVE and EVA fleet for both the EVs and PHEVs. Additionally, the Nissan Leaf (which has detailed information) was added to the table to position that particular vehicle among the population.
Table 1: Overview of yearly averaged aggregated data for iMOVE and EVA fleets, for both EVs and PHEVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EVA EV</th>
<th>EVA PHEV</th>
<th>iMOVE EV</th>
<th>iMOVE PHEV</th>
<th>VUB Leaf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number vehicle years</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance monitored (km)</td>
<td>259.621</td>
<td>109.174</td>
<td>846.249</td>
<td>302.367</td>
<td>27.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average total days monitored per year (days)</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of days active (days)</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active days rate (%)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average daily distance (km)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average yearly distance (km)</td>
<td>5.409</td>
<td>13.248</td>
<td>5.568</td>
<td>11.709 (13.099)</td>
<td>13.513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that the available data was higher for the iMOVE than EVA fleet, due to the reasons discussed in section 2.1. Instead of presenting the data as aggregated data per vehicle, the data are presented in vehicle years, which is the individual vehicle times the number of years it has been used. Because during the course of the project the vehicles changed in between private users or were used as pool car, this approach is justified. The active days rate is defined as the number of days used divided by the number of days monitored. The data comprises 252 vehicle years of position data. Without making further distinction of any vehicle user characteristics, ANOVA analysis shows the average yearly driven distance of the EV fleet are very significantly (p<0.001) lower than the PHEV fleets average early distance. The purpose each vehicle fulfilled in the fleet varies: service vehicle in municipalities, pool car in municipalities, pool car in businesses, company car or a car used as if as privately owned in municipalities. To be able to have a sufficiently large population in each of the categories, only two user profile categories were defined. A “pool” car category, comprising all cars that are shared between employees of municipalities or businesses and are not dedicated to a specific person for a certain amount of time, and a category comprising all vehicles used as if privately owned and that were dedicated to 1 person for a certain amount of time, which is called “personal”. The distribution of these two usage profiles categories is presented in Figure 2 for both the combined EV fleet and the combined PHEV fleet separately.

![Distribution of EVs among usage profiles](image1)

Figure 2 Distribution of the usage profile (pool car or car for personal use) for the combined EV fleet and PHEV fleet
The distribution of vehicles among both categories is close to equal for the EVs, whereas the PHEVs used as pool car is less than a quarter of the PHEV population. It has to be said that especially within the pool category, further subdivision of the category is possible. For example, separating the vehicles which allowed only purely professional use from those which allowed personal use (ex. weekends), could have a significant impact on the driven distance. Because of the difficulties for verification, it was chosen not to do so. In both user EV and PHEV and categories, a few vehicle years showed very low, unrealistic values for the yearly driven distance (example: 1 PHEV vehicle with a 70km yearly driven distance, 1 EV with 20km yearly driven distance and 6 active days) and were eliminated from the population. Additionally, eliminating all vehicle years under 1000 km for the PHEVs in the iMove population, which are also likely to be not realistic, leaves 24 (of 28) vehicle years and increases the minimum value to 2517km and the mean to 13156km. These 4 eliminated PHEVs were part of the iMove fleet. Eliminating them from that iMOVE PHEV population in Table 2 gives a mean of 13099, which is the number indicated between brackets. Because of the lower average for the EVs and their different spread, it was chosen not to do a similar elimination for the EV category. Nevertheless, these low values influence the average value and are possibly not representative for the population. As an example it was observed that in a case where a conventional vehicle was present as an alternative for the use of a pool car, it was selected in favour of the EV.

5.2 Yearly driven distance

Although Table 1 already presented averaged results for the yearly driven distance of the fleets, in this section more detailed results on the yearly driven distance are presented. The distribution of the yearly driven distance per vehicle type (EV or PHEV) and user profile category for the entire fleet is given in Figure 3. As said in section 5.1, the average of the yearly driven distance of the PHEVs is significantly higher and more than twice the one of EVs. Additionally, the vehicle categories’ average yearly driven distance of 5,508 and 13,156 (filtered, see section 5.1) for the EVs and PHEVs respectively, are below the Belgian average of 15,000 km [12]. The spread for the EV’s yearly driven distances, combined for both user categories, results in only 4 vehicle years out of the 223 vehicle years to be over this yearly Belgian average of 15,000 km. Separating the data by their user profile category gives more differentiated for the EVs. The figure shows the yearly driven distance increases very significantly (ANOVA, p<0.001) for the EVs used as if privately owned (6,952 km) compared the pool EVs (4,214km).

Figure 3 Boxplot of the yearly driven distance per vehicle type and vehicle user profile
Figure 4, which depicts a histogram of the distribution of yearly driven distances for all EVs and the contribution per user profile category, shows how the distribution of the personal category shifts toward higher values. Combining both distributions results in a near uniform distribution. The same shift of the yearly driven distance’ average and distribution cannot be observed for the PHEVs, where only the spread is different per user profile category. However, as discussed in section 2.1, these populations and their use of the vehicles has boundary conditions and should therefore not blindly be compared to a Belgian average. Distinction has already been made and observed between the pool and personal vehicles. Yet, further limitations such as company policies and use restrictions, the individual user inexperience (and frequent driver change), available infrastructure, specific (utility) use or (in case of a pool car) the availability of alternatives. A good example is the university EV which, with 13,000 km yearly, is an outlier in the pool category, but had no company restrictions (was allowed for personal use), extensive charging infrastructure at the university and EV experts as drivers. On the other extreme, a pool EV in a private company showed 700 km yearly for two consecutive years but was used for particular trips and had conventional vehicles as alternatives. So further research has to be done to further differentiate the user categories and map the influences of the boundaries on the averages of the yearly driven distances. This influence of boundary conditions is also highlighted by the difference between the yearly driven distances for the PHEVs, which can be considered to have no performance restrictions compared to conventional vehicles, in the personal category (13,000km) here and the company car Belgian average of 25,000km presented in [18]. And in contrast, the two most extreme outliers of the EV personal category, visible in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are right within that 25,000 km region and are reported to be done by one user using the vehicle to commute each day, almost depleting it at each time.
5.3 Energy results

In this section the energy consumptions of the vehicle fleets are analysed. More in particular the iMove fleet energy consumption and VUB vehicle consumption. It comprised in total of 5 vehicle types: Citroën C-Zero, Peugeot iON, Renault Kangoo ZE, Renault Fluence and Nissan Leaf. Because of their identical design, the iON and C-Zero are considered as 1 type. Except for the Nissan Leaf, which is a pool-car, all vehicles have the user profile Personal. Table 2 gives an overview of the measured and NEDC tank-to-wheel-consumptions of these vehicles, the amount of data (in terms of driven distance) over which the measurements are taken and the number of vehicles that contributed to the measurements, which is expressed in vehicle persons (except for the Nissan Leaf). A vehicle person is here defined as an individual vehicle times the number of persons who were dedicated to it for a certain time (see section 2). Although the Nissan Leaf belongs to a different user profile, it is included in Table 2 as this difference is not important for the aggregated results presented here and it did provide largely sufficient data. Table 2 shows real-world consumption is around 30-60% higher compared to the NEDC value. The 0.181 kWh\textsubscript{AC} for the iON is similar to the value real- world consumption measured in [10] and lies between WLTC-cycle and CADC-cycle consumption measured in [19]. The real-world value for the Kangoo ZE consumption here is close to the 0.222 kWh/km value for the WLTC cycle presented in [19]. The NEDC measured consumption values in [19] for both vehicles, however, are far above manufacturer value as well. Because of the nature of the data (see section 2.3), unrealistic data have been filtered by means of upper and lower limits for the consumption. Using this approach, the result is especially sensitive for systematic errors, which are difficult to detect. Especially the results for the Renault Kangoo ZE and Fluence ZE were sensitive to a change of the upper limit. Additionally, the presented energy consumption values here are total averages, and do not make a differentiation between consumptions using potential influential parameters such as temperature, driving style, road topology etc. Large variation might exist taking into account these different parameters.

Table 2 Overview of the measured and NEDC grid-to-wheel consumption per vehicle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle type 1</th>
<th>Vehicle type 2</th>
<th>Vehicle type 3</th>
<th>Vehicle type 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Citroën C-Zero/Peugeot iOn</td>
<td>Renault Kangoo ZE</td>
<td>Renault Fluence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance measured (km)</td>
<td>11787</td>
<td>48492</td>
<td>34444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-world Consumption (TTW)(kWh/km)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEDC <a href="kWh/km">17</a></td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption increase (%)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of vehicle persons</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Conclusions
Real-world data are important for the improvement of input data and assumptions in numerous research topics in the domain of electric vehicles. So can real-world use-related data, such as driving behaviour and frequency of use, and technological performance, such as range and energy consumptions, contribute to more accurate outcome of models or assessments. Describing the energy consumption of an electric vehicle must specify the scope of the energy supply chain too, as different research domains work on a different scope. The real-world observations show that yearly driven distance is lower than the Belgian average for the conventional vehicles and is user profile specific. It shows that average yearly driven distance for the EVs used as pool car have a significantly lower yearly driven distance than electric vehicles for personal use. It also showed that further differentiating the user profile categories has an impact on the yearly driven distance and has to be taken into account when comparing with averages of conventional vehicles. The difference between the PHEV company car yearly driven distance and the Belgian average for company cars, together with some investigated outliers in both the EV and PHEV categories, show the importance of the influence of the boundary conditions of the project (company restrictions, specific use, and available infrastructure) to the average use. Further research must be done to quantify these influences. The average real-world TTW energy consumption showed to be 30-60% higher than the values for NEDC consumption. Individual consumptions, however, vary with a number of parameters like driving style, road topology and weather and were not investigated here. Finally, as this data was generated in the living labs, it is both real-world and experimental, i.e. the data is limited by the boundaries of the project (corporate policies, user inexperience, level of instruction of the user, data completeness). Although care was exerted through filtering and aggregation, this causes a margin of error which is difficult to estimate, and thus should this data be supplemented with other additional data to confirm and refine above conclusions.
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